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Thank you to all of you who engaged in
our first virtual Academic Planning Day.
It was a positive experience for most of
us, although I appreciate there were
some technical difficulties. If you were
unable to meet with your child’s Form
Tutor, please do arrange a time as soon
as possible.
As I have said in my last couple of newsletters things at school remain positive
and our learners have settled in to the
new way of working. Almost all of our
learners now have Chromebooks which
are really helping their learning. Our
teachers are also uploading all of their
lessons to Google classroom so that any
students who have to self-isolate can
also access their lessons from home and
follow their normal school timetable.
There should be no missed learning
days. If you have been unable to commit
to purchasing a Chromebook please contact us to discuss any support you may
need. We have been lucky enough to receive a payment from the Old Camdenians to purchase Chromebooks for families who are having financial difficulties
during the pandemic. Their generosity
has been amazing.
Year 11 Mocks begin in one week. Could
Year 11 families please ensure that they
are studying at home. It is even more
imperative than normal that our learners achieve as highly as they can in
these mocks as the outcomes not
only help us decide on tiers of entry
and predicted grades for college
applications, but they may become an important part of our
teachers’ final assessments of
their learning.
Yours sincerely

By Jayden in Year 8

ART OF THE WEEK
Roy Lichtenstein
inspired images by
Holly, Trulianne, Muhini.

THE GUARDIAN MASTERCLASS ON
THE HISTORY OF RACE RELATIONS
The Guardian Masterclass team are holding an event
(webinar) on the 7th December on the History of Race Relations.
In this informative seminar with Professor Kehinde Andrews, you will be taken through a history of race relations
and racism in the UK, learning about the foundations of the
present-day Black Lives Matter protests, including how
they have been built on the civil rights movements that
have come before.
Is police brutality really only an American issue? How - and
why - was the Windrush scandal allowed to happen? What
are the wider links to Britain’s imperial legacy? What was
the cultural impact of the British Black Power movement,
and how has it impacted the civil uprising we are seeing
today?

CHROMEBOOKS FOR ALL
As you will have recently been reading in our coverage in
the Beacon, our students have benefitted from the ‘Chrome
books for all’ initiative. We are very lucky to have support
with this project due to the generosity of The Old Camdeniens. I interviewed students for some feedback on how
they were finding using Chromebooks as a learning tool.
The overwhelming view was that it was really good to have
them both at home and in lessons for independent research
around topics that were covered in lessons. One student
said he “liked the quizzes because they are fun and interactive and you can instantly see how you do compared to your
friends - but in a good way!”. Students preferred using them
at home for learning and felt that if they had to self-isolate
and work from home for a short time it is preferable to using their phones to access content, as with phones there
was a tendency to “procrastinate”.

You will also be guided through the context of modern-day
racism, how unfulfilled promises of the past are fuel for
young people’s frustrations today, just how far Britain’s
imperial legacy reaches - and why this legacy is still relevant.
This is an unmissable and essential masterclass for anyone
looking to expand on their beginner knowledge of racism,
as well as those interested in learning more about the roots
of modern-day civil rights struggles.


The British Black Power movement and its international links



The civil rights struggle in the UK, including campaigns to reform the police



Race riots and urban rebellions in the UK



History of racist social police, including the roots
of the Windrush scandal and its wider links to
Britain’s imperial legacy

You will be sent a link to the webinar 1hr before the start
time of 6.30pm (GMT).

OLD CAMDENIANS
Since 1909, Old Camdenians have been supporting both the school and its pupils with
bursaries for education. Catch up on all of the
news from Old Camdenians by clicking here.

Have your contact details changed recently? Or does your child have a medical condition we
do not know about? Please let the office staff know as soon as you can by emailing:
postbox@beacon.org

